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Spectral· phenomena in CO2 l·asers. A review
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A rich spectrum of the CO2 motecuie is an appreciated advantage of tasers based on the carbon 
dioxide medium. On the other hand, that specific feature of the CO2 molecuie brings about many 
probiems. Sometimes it can be a serious obstacle in designing laser devices. The paper gives an 
overview of the spectral properties of the radiation of different kinds of CO2 lasers. Many examples 
of the spectral phenomena are presented on modern RF excited waveguide, multi-waveguide and 
slab-waveguide CO2 lasers.

1. Introduction
The present paper focuses on spectra] contents of the )aser output beam, mode 
structures, hne profiles or free spectra] ranges. Spectra! properties of the laser radiation, 
as a subject under consideration, include such spectral phenomena as a Lamb dip, 
inverted Lamb dip, an absorption peak. In other words, the subject covers everything 
that is connected with a laser frequency and an emission line. Spectral phenomena 
appearing in CO2 lasers are mostly neglected in designing CO2 technological lasers. 
Indeed, most of the laser technological devices are not sensitive to fine changes of the 
laser radiation wavelength. But some applications need a good knowledge about 
specific, spectral features of the molecular CO2 lasers, which distinguish them from 
much simpler gas atomic lasers. One of the examples is heterodyning technique applied 
in heterodyne spectroscopy [1], or in measurements of absolute frequency of the CO2 
hot bands [2]. It is often used where the intermediate frequency between known and 
unknown oscillators is too big for direct measurements. It can be used as a very 
sensitive detector of the spectral contents of the output radiation in both continuous 
wave and pulse regimes. A simplified technique, known as a homodyne one, is a very 
useful tool for measurements of intermode beats in the range of the laser emission line 
width, that is, for investigation of the spectral contents of the output laser beam, like 
"hooting" modes [3]. A very specific phenomenon for CO2 lasers, which is a laser 
signature, can be used as a diffractive scanning mechanism for laser markers [4]. But 
independent signatures of each laser channel of the CO2 laser arrays impose limitations 
on the quality of the total laser beam [5], [6]. Knowledge about the signature created 
over the pulse duration of the CO2 lasers in pulse regime can be very useful for 
estimation of the refractive index changes of the laser medium. It involves knowledge 
of the dynamic behaviour of pressure and temperature in the laser cavity [7]. Because
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of the !ong wavetength emitted, the CO2 laser can penetrate molecular spectra and, as 
a consequence, it can be appiied to optica) pumping of the FIR laser media [8], [9]. 
Different techniques o f the CO2 laser spectrum spreading !ike a technique of sequence 
bands [10]-[12], or etectronic-to-vibrationa) energy transfer from an excited Br2 
motecute to a CO2 molecule [)3], or isotope shift technique [14]-[17] also belong to 
the subject matter considered here. A pulling effect, biue and red shifts [18], [19] are 
other spectra] phenomena important in stabihsation of the frequency of the !aser 
radiation. On the other hand, sophisticated stabihsation techniques are based on such 
phenomena as a Lamb dip [20]-[23], an inverted Lamb dip or an absorption peak [24], 
[25]. These techniques are used in a iaser saturated spectroscopy [26]-[28]. The 
technique apphed to frequency stabihsation of CO2 iasers requires a very detaited 
knowledge about a CO2 spectrum and mo)ecu)es used in a saturation absorption 
method of the laser stabihsation, e g., stabihsation to the centre of the SF^ absorption 
peak [29] or to the centre o f the OsO^ absorption peak [30]. Another stabihsation 
technique, 4.3 pm saturation resonance is also based on spectral properties of the CO2 
molecule used as an internal absorber in the laser cavity [31]. Continuing the subject, 
it should be mentioned that the CO2 laser was used in communication experiments at 
10.6 pm transmitting successfully a television picture [32]. The CO2 laser spectral 
range can also be used in laser radars and lidars [33].

Understanding o f the CO2 laser spectral properties and knowledge about spectral 
phenomena appearing in CO2 lasers can help in designing the laser devices.

2. Spectrum of the CO2  motecute
Spectroscopy of the CO2 molecule is described by a system of energy levels typical 
for symmetrical molecules. Figure 1 shows a well-known simplified diagram o f the 
CO2 energy levels (mainly vibration levels spread into rotational ones) important for 
the laser action. The vibrational levels, taking part in the laser action, are close to the 
ground 00^0 state and the distances between them are relatively small. As a 
consequence, transitions between levels belong to the infrared region (9-12 pm). The 
CO2 molecule can oscillate in three vibration modes: symmetric, bending and 
asymmetric. It forms three groups of energy levels: n00, (FrO and 00/r, respectively, 
where n = 0, 1,2, ... . The laser transitions can proceed between rotational states of 
neighbouring oscillation levels. Figure 2 shows the distribution of population of the 
selected vibrational line. The population (v -  vibrational number, y -  rotational 
number) o f the level is expressed by [34]:

%  = ^ ( ^ ^ ) ( 2 y  + l ) e x p j - ^ [ ^ y ( / ' + ! ) - D ^ y \ y + l f ] j  (1)

where: -  total population o f level v, A -  Planck constant, c -  speed of light, A: -
Boltzmann constant, T -  temperature, 7?̂  and -  rotational constants.
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Fig. t . Simpiified system of energy ieveis of a CO2 moiecuie (N^ moiecuie is not indicated).

Fig. 2. Popuiation a^  of the rotationai ieveis j  of CO2 moiecuie.
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Fig. 3. Emission spectrum of the CO2 iaser-the  )0.4 pm band -  presented as the distances in frequency 
between adjacent tines.

The existence of that kind o f energy ievei structure resuits in a rich spectrum of 
the CO2 moiecuie and it directiy determines the spectra! properties of the CO2 iaser 
radiation.

The inversion o f the ievei popuiation is easy to obtain at the 00° 1 metastabie ievei. 
The transitions between asymmetric 00°i and symmetric 10°1 orasym m etric00°l and 
bending 02°0 ieveis give radiation in the medium infrared region at waveiengths of 
around 10.4 pm or 9.4 pm, commoniy caiied the reguiar bands of the CO2 spectrum. 
Figure 3 shows the 10.4 pm band of the CO2 iaser spectrum. (Traditionaiiy that band 
is caiied the 10.6 pm because of the strongest laser radiation at that wavelength). Two 
branches can be distinguished in the band: f  and 7?. The P  branch is created for 
transitions^oftype/(4)0 1 ) - / (1 0  1) = -1 , the.Rbranch is created fortransitionsof 
type /(00  1 ) - J ( ! 0  1) = 1. The distance in frequency between two adjacent 
emission iines changes for the 10.4 pm band from about 30 to 60 GHz. This picture 
is worth emphasizing because such iaser inter-frequencies are appiied as a source in 
heterodyne spectroscopy of signais coming from the space.

3. Shape of the COg gain tine
The emission (or absorption) iine width, so caiied a naturai width, depends on the 
iifetime o f the energy ieveis, and it is usuaiiy broadened due to many factors such as 
coiiisions and heterogeneity o f the medium, but mainly due to temperature and 
pressure. A pressure broadened, or Doppier broadened, iine shape ^(v, v ^ )  can be 
described by the expression

-S*(v, v.2) v,2^2n^72
)/2

exp ATc , ,2
------ r ^ - V ) 2 )

2ArTv
( 2 )

i2

where AT- mass o f the moiecuie.
The frequency o f transition v,2 is transiated into the frequency 

v = v ^ - ( l + v ^ / c ) ,  where v ^ -v e io c ity o fth e  moiecuie in observation direction*.
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Anaiysing one chosen spectra! iine for typicai C C ^ ^ iH e  iaser mixture as a 
function o f pressure we can distinguish two characteristic shapes o f the iine. The first 
one is an inhomogeneousiy Doppier broadened iine with Gaussian shape (up to 
approxim ate^ i Tr). For iow pressures the Doppier width Avp of the iine is given by 
the formuta

where VQ- centra! frequency o f the iine.
For temperature o f 550 K the Doppier width equais approximateiy 60 MHz. 

Above the pressure of i Tr we have a homogeneousiy broadened Lorentzian shape. 
Aii kinds o f CO2 iasers operate at much higher pressures in a homogeneous region 
(dc, TEA, RF excited, waveguide, gas-dynamic iasers). The broadening o f the gain 
iine is given by the formuia [34]

where: ^  -  fraction of the x component, p  -  totai pressure.
It is interesting to consider very high pressure CO2 iasers (above 10 atm). In that 

case the pressure broadening is comparabie to the CO2 iine distances (see Fig. 3), and 
spectra) iines overiap them seif-creating a continuous band.

4. Heterodyne and homodyne technique
The heterodyning is one o f the most sensitive measuring techniques. The method 
enabies very high frequencies inaccessibie for frequency meters to be measured in an 
indirect way. The method consists in measuring the intermediate frequency between 
two frequency sources: the known one as a reference, and unknown one. Sometimes 
more independent frequency sources connected in a chain are necessary to measure 
the absoiute frequency o f some osciiiators. They are usuaiiy used where the 
intermediate frequency between known and unknown osciiiators is too big for the 
direct measurement. Sometimes, to see the spectra) contents of the iaser output beam 
it is enough to use the homodyne detection where the singie-mode source iaser is not 
necessary.

4.1. Heterodyne spectroscopy
One of the appiications o f the heterodyne measurements is heterodyne spectroscopy. 
The method is used in astronomy and investigations o f the distributions o f the trace 
gases (CO, NH3, O3) in Earth's atmosphere. It covers the waveiength range from 
30 pm to I mm. The method is based on the "superheterodyne" technique that is weii 
known in radiocommunication. The purpose of the superheterodyne receiver is to 
transiate a signai from one frequency to another. It is particuiariy suitabie when direct

Avo = 2v„ P ^ ! n 2
Me

(3)

[MHz] (4)
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Signa)
(1382 GHz)

Fig. 4. Schematic biock diagram for a heterodyne spectrometer [! ]. The intermediate frequency is approx. 
15 GHz between measured carbon monoxide radiation and FIR iaser as a reference source.

T a b t e  i. Locaiosciitator tines for the detection of CO [!].

FIR taser 
motecuie

Waveiength
[pm]

Frequency
[GHz]

Pumping
iine
CO2 iaser

CO molecule 
transitions

Frequency
[GHz]

intermadiate
frequency
[GHz]

HCOOH 432.6 962.9514 9.6 R20 7 = 6 -5 691.5 1.4

"N H, 373.4 802.9870 10.6 R42 7 = 7 -6 8067 3.7

CH,F; 289.4 1035.5527 9.6 P4 7 = 9 -8 1036.9 1.3

CH,F: 287.7 1042.1504 9.6 R34 7 = 9 -8 10369 5.2

CH2 F2 235.7 1272.1714 9 6  R34 7 =  11-10 1267.0 5.2

CH2 F2 214.5 1397.1186 9.6 R34 7 =  12-11 1381.9 15.1

CH2 F2 184.3 1626.6026 9.6 R32 7 =  14-13 1611.8 14.8

CH3OH 163.0 1838.8393 10.6 R38 7 =  16-i5 1841.3 2.5

CH3OH 118 8 2522.7816 9.6 P36 7=22-21 2528.2 5.4

detection o f the signai is impossibie iike in the case of the range from 200 pm to 
500 pm. Figure 4 shows the heterodyne spectrometer used for detection o f CO in 
Earth's atmosphere. The incoming high frequency signal is mixed in non-linear 
resistance o f the detector with a local oscillator beam. The frequency o f the oscillator 
is close to the signal frequency. In this way, the high frequency signal under 
investigation is translated down to the microwave range and there is not any
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information tost. The main etement o f the FfR taser is a carbon dioxide taser that is 
used as a pumping source for the submiHimetre medium. Tabte f shows some FtR 
taser oscittator tines for the detection o f carbon monoxide and pumping CO2 tines.

4.2. Heterodyne frequency measurements of CO  ̂sequence band Hnes
The absotute frequency o f the sequence CO2 taser tines can be measured by 
heterodyning with wett known CO2 taser regutar frequencies of the 00°t-(H)°0, 02°0) 
bands. Figure 5 shows the setup for heterodyne measurements o f the absotute 
frequencies o f the sequence bands [2]. (The system measures the intermediate 
frequencies between known -  regutar and unknown -  sequence tines). The sequence

Fig. 5. Setup for measurements of the beat frequencies between the sequence v, and regular v, lines of 
the CO2 taser. Explanation in the main text.

T a b l e  2. 00°2-10°l sequence band of the CO2 taser frequencies in MHz [2].

V P branch R branch

0 0 " 1 

ref. line
Observed 
IF  -  v , - v ,

Calculated 
0 0 ° 2  freq.

0 0 " 1 

ref. line
Observed 
IF =  v , - v ,

Calculated 
0 0 ° 2  freq.

n P14 + 6579.4 28471254.4 R8 -  10288.3 29000850.8

13 P16 + 8120.9 28420711.3 R10 -  11687.3 29042389.9

15 P18 + 9673.3 28369449.5 R10 + 29128.7 29083200.0

17 P20 + H 243.3 28317468.1 R12 -  14432.9 29123278.8

19 P20 -41464.7 28264766.1 R14 + 24887.9 29162623.6

2 1 P22 -40600.8 28211342.4 R16 + 22775.9 29201231.7

23 P24 -  39728.6 28157195.3 R18 + 20667.8 29239100.2
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band laser is equipped with an internal CO2 hot cell to suppress the regular band lines. 
The reference laser operates on regular band lines. The internal fluorescence CO^ cell 
is placed in the reference laser cavity, to distinguish the sequence band lines from 
regular ones (the sequence lines are not absorbed in the CO^ cell and do not show 
fluorescence). The reference and the sequence laser beams are focused onto a 
tungsten-nickel diode. The different frequencies can be directly measured with 
a spectrum analyser. When the difference frequencies are above 3 GHz, they can be 
additionally mixed with microwave frequencies o f the klystron (8290, 10000 or 
12005 MHz or one o f their harmonics up to the fifth). The frequencies thus converted 
down (below 3 GHz) are phase-locked to a 5 MHz signal from '^ C s  standard. The 
frequencies are measured by comparison with the known marker frequency on the 
spectrum analyser. In Table 2 some chosen sequence frequencies are shown [2]. The 
observed intermediate frequencies between sequence V3 and regular v  ̂frequencies of 
f  and 7? branches are the base to calculate the absolute frequencies o f the sequence 
00^2 lines.

4.3. Simple heterodyne analysis of the laser emission line spectral contents
Spectral contents of the laser output beam can be easily observed using an additional 
single-mode laser as a reference source. Heterodyning both laser beams on the photo 
-detector we can observe beat frequencies at the scope, when both lasers operate at

A
Fig. 6. Beat frequency signai obtained by heterodyning the singie-mode CO2 taser (a) and three-mode 
CO2 iaser [34] (b). Three modes are detected as a beat signal (a) and ciassica) perturbations in the shape 
of the gain curve (b).
Fig. 7. Zooms of the beat frequency signals of two CO2 tasers(a, b). Arrows indicate two moments when 
frequencies o f both iasers "meet" together [35].
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almost the same frequency (it means, when the beat frequency does not exceed the 
frequency range o f both the scope and the detector). An example is given in Fig. 6. 
One of the lasers was a single-mode one and it was used as a reference source. The 
second laser has operated (as it seen in the figure) in three modes: TEMoQ, TEMo, and 
TEMQ2 (Fig. 6b). Both CO2 lasers have operated on the same P20 line selected with a 
diffraction grating. The beat frequencies registered in Fig. 6a have been obtained by 
tuning the laser using the piezoelectric transducer. Each time one o f the modes of the 
laser was close enough to the frequency o f the source laser, the beat frequency signal 
was observed.

It can be interesting to see a zoom of the beat frequency signal. When both lasers 
operate at the same frequency, then no beats are expected. We can see such a zoom in 
Fig. 7a, b [35]. When the frequency o f the tuned laser becomes equal to the frequency 
o f the source laser, the zero beat signal is observed (see arrows in the figures).

4.4. Heterodyne analysis of the laser radiation in pulse regime
The method will be demonstrated here using a RF excited slab-waveguide CO2 laser. 
Output pulses from RF excited lasers are relatively long compared to TEA lasers, where 
input energy is collected in capacitors and suddenly dissipated into an active laser 
mixture. The pulse regime of the RF excited lasers should rather be called a periodical 
-pulse operation. This is because o f the specific excitation of the lasers. The input RF 
switching pulse from the power oscillator releases the output pulse o f the radiation,

Fig. 8. Output taser puise from the stab-waveguide CO2 taser in putse regime. Laser jumps from one 
emission tine to another during the putse duration [36].

where only first, short part (called a gain switching) is sharp and relatively high in 
comparison with the further part o f the developed pulse shape. Figure 8 shows atypical 
output pulse o f the radiation from the slab-waveguide laser [36]. As it is seen, the 
switching gain pulse is generated as the first one, and in the next step the laser operates 
in steady state conditions. In the meantime, it jumps from line to line. The picture was 
obtained using the heterodyne method. The shape of the output pulse is disturbed with 
the beat signal obtained by heterodyning of the investigated slab-waveguide laser with 
a cw single-mode CO2 laser. The signal appears two times during the pulse evolution.
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It means that the taser pu!se has started from one, unknown tine (indicated in Fig. 8 
as and next it has jumped onto P20 tine. When the switching putse has been 
switched off, the taser in naturat way "returned" to the same, P20 tine. The 
heterodyning method gives a very ctear picture o f the phenomenon under investigation.

Heterodyne anatysis is quick enough to investigate even short taser putses. It is 
easy to show that output putses o f TEA CO2 tasers are generated on one, chosen 
emission tine [37].

4.5. Homodyne analysis of the taser emission tine spectrat contents
The homodyne method does not require any additionat singte-mode taser. The 
intermode beats o f the chosen taser can be easity investigated with the method. For 
instance, observed in Fig. 6 three modes beat together and give as a resutt the beat 
frequencies on the photodetector. Using a spectrum anatyser one shoutd observe three 
peaks responsibte for the difference frequencies: ^ ^ . 2 " ^ ^ '
ViEMoi "  ^TEMo:' ^  anatyser screen. The exampte o f the homodyne detection of 
the RF excited waveguide CO2 taser is shown in Fig. 9. Seven beat frequencies have 
been observed as a resutt o f  the anatysis: 4, 18, 60, 64, 78 and 82 MHz. A simpte 
anatysis o f the resutts brings about the sotution o f the "puzzte". The frequencies of 
high order modes in waveguide taser cavity can be expressed by the simptified formuta

where: j  -  number o f the tongitudina! mode, m, n -  range of the E H ^  mode, a, &, Z, -  
dimensions o f the taser waveguide, c, X -  tight speed and the taser tine wavetength, 
respectivety.

(5)
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Fig. 9. inter-mode beat frequencies ("hooting" modes) o f a RF excited waveguide CO2 iaser (60 MHz 
beat is not visibie in the figure) -  see the expianation in the main text [38].
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Fig. ]0. Expianation of Fig. 9. Possibie beat frequencies between four iaser modes (in MHz).

The above-mentioned combination o f the beat frequencies can fuifi! four modes: 
v + 0, + 4, + 64 and + 82 MHz, where v -  some frequency around the centra! frequency 
o f the CO2 emission tine emitted by the !aser (see the expianation in Fig. !0). The 
intermode beats, observed as a spectrum in Fig. 9, are the resuit of beatings between 
so-ca!!ed "hooting" modes that are parasitic and difficuit to avoid in waveguide lasers 
[3]. The phenomenon observed is caused by non uniformity o f waveguide side-wa!!s 
(see va!ues a and ¿1 in expression (5)). It has been pointed out that beats caused by 
"hooting" modes usuaiiy do not exceed 100 MHz [3], [38].

5. Signatures
The tongitudina! resonance frequencies o f the iaser resonator are separated by the 
so-caiied free spectra) range (FSR)

where c -  speed o f iight.
Forexam p)e,fortheresonator/ = İ m iongthedistanceA vbetweentw oadjacent 

iongitudina! modes is equai to 150 MHz. For aii types of CO2 iasers which operate at 
higher pressures than i Tr, the gain iine is homogeneousiy broadened. It means that 
whatever the iength o f the resonator and gain iine width, such a iaser aiways operates 
in iongitudina! mode. However, the iaser can operate simuitaneousiy in more than one 
transverse mode if oniy it has spatiai conditions to form higher-order transverse modes. 
One basic iongitudina) mode fuiiy saturates the homogeneousiy broadened iine in its 
modai voiume and it does not give any chance to excite any other iongitudina] modes. 
Transverse modes use different unsaturated modai space and if they have space, they 
can osciiiate inside the iaser resonator, simuitaneousiy with other different transverse 
modes. Higher order transverse modes can be suppressed by putting a diaphragm inside 
the resonator. In that way, one basic iongitudina! mode is seiected, and the iaser 
operates as a singie mode and singie frequency iaser. However, when the resonator is 
tuned aiong its FSR, the iaser resonances overiap different CO2 vibrationai-rotationai 
emission iines. As a resuit, the iaser iine jumping occurs during the process o f tuning.

(6)
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P18 -50 GHz P20 P22
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Fig. ! [. Expianation of signature forming: top -  distribution of iaser emission iines and iongitudinai 
modes; ieft -  the scheme o f the taser equipped with a resonator o f tength A with possibitities to tuning of 
372; right -  the signatures o f the CO2 iaser [35].

The phenomenon is caited a signature of the iaser. So, the signature depends on the 
iength and structure o f the resonator, and type o f the CO^ iaser. That is a very specific 
phenomenon for the CO2 iasers.

Figure ! i shows a signature of the cw CO2 iaser obtained by tuning the resonator 
o f one-haif waveiength. A few iaser emission iines are responsibie for the 
maximum of the signatures. They seem to appear unpredictabie. Actuaiiy they appear 
according to some ruies depending on the iength of the iaser resonator [39], [40]. it is 
possibie to obtain simuitaneous osciiiation o f the cw CO2 iaser on a few rotationai 
iines -so-calied  "muiti-coiour" operation for some geometricai conditions with carefui 
tuning controi and mode seiection [4i]. Simuitaneous muiti-coiour operation is aiso 
possibie in puised regime of the TEA CO2 iasers [42].

5.1. WeH-ordered iaser signature (WOLS effect)
Usuaiiy emission iines in the signature do not foiiow the naturai order o f the CO2 
motecuie emission spectrum. However, in some cases, especiaiiy in iasers equipped 
with unstabie resonators, emission lines appear in the signature exactiy in the naturai 
order o f CO2 emission spectrum, it is so-caiied WOLS effect (weii-ordered iaser 
signature) [43]. Figure i2 iiiustrates this case for the siab-waveguide RF excited CO2 
iaser equipped with an unstabie positive branch resonator in open structure, that is, 
without sidewalis. The open structure is an important eiement of the iaser system here, 
otherwise higher order modes can be excited, and as a consequence the iaser signature 
becomes very compiicated and unpredictabie. As can be seen from the figure, even
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Fig. )2. Wett-Ordered Laser Signature (WOLS) of the s!ab-waveguide CO2 taser [43]. The picture 
registered on the UV screen. Spectra! analysis is performed using a diffraction grating as a analyser. The 
taser exhibits the we!!-ordered signature containing 8 emission tines from P ! 2 to P26 tines of the t0.4 pm 
band. The tength of the resonator T is approx. 402.6 mm.

eight emission tines from the f  branch can be observed tine by tine according to the 
naturat order of the CO2 emission spectrum. This phenomenon is easity observabte in 
CO2 tasers with unstabte resonators due to a tow Q-factor o f the resonant cavity.

5.2. Diffractive scanning mechanism for a taser marker
One of the technotogicat apptications of CO2 tasers is marking. Usuatty, the output 
taser beam is controtted using a system of movabte mirrors to obtain a required sign 
on a target, tn that way it is possibte to draw any figures and signs with a continuous 
tine. Another soiution is a dot marker, where required shapes are formed by a series 
o f dots. A good sotution is choosing the muttiwaveguide CO2 taser, where each output

Fig. t3. Spectra) anatysis o f the CO2 taser radiation with a diffraction grating. (A singte RF excited 
waveguide CO2 taser with dimensions of 2.5x2.5x400 mm^ was used). Levets o f the vottage on the PZT 
are indicated [45]. The taser exhibits the quasi-chaotic signature of Pt8, P20, P22, P24 and P26 emission 
tines of the 10.4 pm band.
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PZT

Fig. 14. Idea of the laser diffraction marker. A piezoceramic transducer (PZT) and a diffraction grating 
are executive elements of the marker. A target is movable in one direction. (The main shutter is not 
indicated in the picture)[4].

beam is chopped and a target periodically moved [44]. But there exists another 
solution. When the beam from the single-tube or single-waveguide laser is deflected 
on the diffraction grating and then directed to the movable target, series of specifically 
distributed spots can be observed as well. Figure 13 shows the result o f such a spectral 
analysis [45]. The signature of the laser is represented by a series of dots distributed 
in a quasi-chaotic way. It is very well known that the signature of the CO2 laser is 
stable and repeatable with each half-wavelength for the given length of the optical 
resonator. The signature can be very easily predicted [39], [40].This representation of 
the signature can be the basis for designing a dot diffraction marker. Figure 14 presents 
the idea of the dot type marker based on spectral properties of the CO2 laser radiation 
[4]. Positions of the marked points on the target can be controlled using appropriate 
voltage on the piezoceramic transducer, as is shown in the figure.

The diffraction marker does not use movable elements such as galvanometer 
mirrors or sophisticated systems of shutters, in comparison to classical solutions of 
the laser markers presented above. As usual, the efficiency and speed of the present 
method of marking depend on both the output laser power and target material used. 
Another parameter influencing the speed of the technological process is the PZT 
inertia.

Application of the slab waveguide laser (in unstable configuration) to dot markers 
can be of much use. The laser exhibits much higher level of the output power and the 
WOLS effect (see the last subsection). In this way, the controlling of the output beam 
can be very clear.
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5.3. Multi-waveguide !aser

One-dimensional or two-dimensional CO2 laser arrays are a very efficient source of 
the iaser radiation. Two-dimensionai arrays exceed 1 kW output ievei [46]. 
AdditionaHy, using some reformatting beam techniques, they can give an output beam 
with quite a high quaiity (tow parameter) [5], [47]. Figure 15 shows the resuit of 
spectra) anaiysis o f the one-dimensionai eight-waveguide RF excited CO2 iaser. it has 
been checked that each channei o f the iaser operates independently [48]. Figure 15a 
shows a very rare case where aii channeis work simuitaneousiy on P20 emission iine 
(a very difficult case to control). Another example can be seen in Fig. 15b, where the

P26
P24
P22

P20Diffraction 
grating /

i n n a a a g g S j

Multi-waveguide laser

a

b

Multi-waveguide iaser

Fig. 15. Spectra) anatysis of an eight-waveguide RF excited CO2 taser. a -  a)) channeis operate on the 
same P20 emission tine (very rare case), b -  output radiation dissipated chaoticatty into a few emission 
tines from P20 to P26 (common case).

sign o f the shape o f "Cassiopeia" was obtained accidentally and it was not repeatable. 
The reason for observed "dissipation" of the laser beams into different emission lines 
is a very low phase coupling between separate channels. For a typical multi-waveguide 
array with dimensions o f 2x2x400 mm^ the coupling does not exceed the value of 
0.6 MHz [48]. Thus, reconfiguration of the dot marker based on a multi-waveguide 
laser into a diffraction marker can be difficult.

5.4. Pulse operation

The line jumping is particularly difficult to control for pulse laser operation cases. 
The injection of pulse power into the gas discharge implies strong plasma heating, 
consequently changing the refractive index, which, as a result, causes dynamic 
detuning o f the laser spectrum throughout the pulse duration [49]-[51], It has already 
been mentioned that the jumps are easy to monitor using the heterodyning method.
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Fig. )6. Spectra! anatysis of the CO2 taser putse. The singie-waveguide RF excited COi !aser was used 
in the experiment [5]].

Another way is to use the experimentai setup with a diffraction grating, like that 
presented in Fig. 16. It consists of an external diffraction grating, fast HgCdTe 
photodetectors and a digita) scope. The diffraction grating deflects the spectra! iines. 
One photodetector registers the tota! shape of the output pu!se (zero diffraction order) 
and the other one (first diffraction order), settled behind the grating in the reimage 
plane, detects the pulse shape of the selected line. This system was allowed to register 
the pulse evolution of all oscillating spectral transitions contributing to the total shape 
of the output pulse. The results are shown in Fig. 16. The phenomenon was examined 
on an RF excited CO2 single waveguide laser [51]. The laser of a 2x2.5x380 mm^ 
waveguide channel was driven with the RF 125 MHz frequency. A typical profile of 
the output laser pulse is shown in Fig. 17. It consists of the high and narrow peak (gain 
switching) and next the flat region responsible for the cw operation. The output pulse 
starts after some delay time At (in relation to the beginning of the switching input 
pulse), necessary for pumping the laser medium and developing the plasma in the laser
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Lasing

— j *  j—  — j

Fig. ! 7. Laser output puise structure formed when the input power is switched on and off. The resutt 
obtained for a RF excited singte-waveguide CO2 iaser [7], [51].

channel. The perturbations shown on the flat part of the pulse are caused by rotational 
line jumping due to the plasma heating effect. The sequence of jumping lines can be 
used for estimation of changes o f the mean temperature and pressure of the laser plasma 
throughout the pulse.

In Figure 18, one can see rough estimations of changes of the plasma temperature 
and pressure with the evolution of the pulse. The laser medium was pumped with the 
input power o f 750 W at a pressure of 80 Tr. If the temperature is too high, ;.e., when 
plasma is overheated, the laser output pulse is shortened, as shown in Fig. 18, and the 
temperature bulge is observed [7]. Depending on conditions (mainly the level of the 
RF input power) the line hoppings from 1 to 5 lines throughout the pulse duration are 
observed.

The present method is useful for diagnostics of the laser plasma in dynamic 
conditions. Several assumptions were made when constructing the characteristics in 
Fig. 18. First, it was assumed that both temperature T and pressure p  of the laser 
medium grow simultaneously (up to 650 K and 180 Tr, respectively) fulfilling an 
isochoric process. The strong compression in the laser channel occurs but a refractive 
index M of the medium does not change: the laser operates in the meantime on one 
chosen emission line (the first spike called gain switching). In the next part of the pulse, 
the temperature T can still rise or drop depending on the supplying conditions. In the 
meantime, decompression process occurs, density JV of the laser gas decreases, and the 
refractive index drops according to the equation of state of an ideal gas

(7)

The laser detunes, and as a consequence the line hoppings are observed. Detailed 
explanation is provided in the caption to Fig. 18.
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Fig. 18. Exportation of the iine jumping phenomenon in the CO2 taser in puise regime, a -  output taser 
putse at the input power of 750 W. The sequence of P!8, P24, P22 and P20 tines is visibte. The taser 
mixture is overheated, and the temperature butge occurs on the shape of the putse; b -  retative changes of 
the refractive index An vs time. The index does not change during the first part of the putse (gain switching) 
-  then isochoric process occurs; c -  temperature changes T vs time. The temperature at the beginning was 
estabtished as 288 K. Next point (gain switching) was assumed as 700 K; d -  pressure changes p  vs time. 
The pressure at the beginning was estabtished as 80 Tr. Next point (gain switching) was assumed as 
180 Tr. The characteristics 7* (time) and An (time) are the consequence of the assumed data points. Three 
sets of assumptions were taken into account: a -  the temperature remains constant, A -  rises, and c -  drops.

It is easy to notice that the number of the iine hoppings in singie-channei iaser is 
higher than in the case o f  the siab-waveguide (c/! Figs. 8 and 18). In the siab conditions, 
the compression o f the gas mixture at the beginning o f the pumping puise is much 
iower than that in a singie-channei waveguide iaser with sidewaiis. On the other hand, 
the decompression is higher due to the free space in the siab-waveguide (iack of 
sidewaiis). As a consequence, changes o f the refractive index are smaiier. Thus, oniy 
two emission iines are generated over the puise duration in typicai (2x40x400 mm^) 
open structures o f the siab-waveguide iasers [36].
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6. Optica! pumping-tasers operating in submiHimeter region 
(FIR !asers)

Operation of the far infrared (FIR) laser is based on the coincidence absorption lines 
of the FIR laser medium with source laser tines. The CO2 taser is particularly suitabie 
for optica! pumping of the FIR laser media. Many heavy motecutes tike methy t fluoride 
(CH3F), or ethanot ^ H ^ O H ), or methanot (CH3OH), and many other motecutes have 
absorption spectrum dose to the 10.6 pm or 9.6 pm bands of the CO^ taser [52]. In the 
first reported paper about the opticatty pumped submitlimeter taser, methyt fluoride 
gas was used as an active FIR taser medium [53]. The 9.55 pm wavelength of a P20 
emission tine of a 9.4 pm CO2 taser band just suits the resonance absorption Vg v, 
modes of the CH3F motecute. Six rotational transitions around 452, 496 and 451 pm 
were observed. The Q-switched CO2 laser was used as pumping source. Figure 19 
illustrates schematicatly the idea of the taser opticat pumping and the FIR taser action.

Excised 
vibrational 
level -----

Ground 
vibrational 
level -----

it ^  W W W -
FIR taser 
radiation

Optical
pumping

Fig. i9. Scheme of the optica) pumping in submiHimeter tasers. Pumping energy is much higher (short 
wavelength), output radiation is emitted as a tong wave.

Mirror with 
coupling horn

¡R !ens FIR laser

Fig. 20. Scheme of the first, Chang-Bridges construction of the opticaHy pumped CH3F submiHimeter 
taser [53].
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Figure 20 shows schematicaiiy the first, Chang-Bridges construction o f the 
opticaiiy pumped CH3F submiiiimeter iaser [53]. The CO2 iaser radiation is deiivered 
to the FIR chamber through the infrared window (transmitting for a CO2 iaser beam), 
and it is dissipated into the methy! fluoride. The coupiing horn is used for better 
dissipation o f the beam. The submiiiimeter radiation ieaves the FIR chamber, and it is 
directed through the poiyethyiene tens (transmitting for a FIR iaser beam) to the 
detector.

6.1. Double optical pumping
One of the more interesting methods of the opticai pumping o f the FIR iaser medium 
is a doubie pumping. Figure 21 iiiustrates schematicaiiy the idea. The NH3 FIR iaser 
medium is pumped simuitaneousiy with two CO2 iasers [54]. One o f the iasers is 
tuned to the transition (0*, 5, 3) -+ ( l  \  5, 3) of the NH3 ievei o f the V2 mode, and 
the second one to the transition (1 *, 4, 3) -> (21  5, 3) of the same NH3 mode. The first

(2.5.3)

Fig. 2). Simptified diagram ofthe NH3 FIR iaser transitions of the ^  mode pumped with two CO2 iaser 
waveiengths of P32 (i0 .4  pm band) and P2) (9.4 pm band) [54].

T a b i e 3. Transitions of the dubie pumped NH3 FiR iaser [54].

Waveiength [mm] Transition

i2.00 ( l \ 4 ,3 ) - + (O', 5 ,3)

13.23 ( 2 ^ 6 ,3 ) - + (1 ',5 ,3 )

13.66 (2+, 5 ,3 ) - + (1 1 4 ,3 )

15.78 (2^, 5 ,3) ^ ( 1 1  5,3)

15.86 (2+, 4 , 3 ) - + ( l l  4 ,3)
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taser operates on a P32 emission iine of the !0.6 pm branch, the second one operates 
on a P24 emission üne of the 9.4 pm branch. As a resuit, the FIR radiation on the 
]5 .86pm  waveiength is emitted (transition ( 2 , 4 ,  3 ) -> ( !* , 4 , 3) ) .  Aiso other 
transitions are possible, as coilected in Tab. 3, and not indicated in Fig. 21 [54].

6.2. Off-resonance pumping
The most effective opticai pumping occurs upon the strict coincidence o f both 
absorption (FIR) and emission (pumping source) line centres. Usuaily, the CO2 emission 
is not resonant with the vibrational absorption, although some inversion of the FIR 
medium occurs. It was observed that an off-resonance pumping in ammonia molecule 
shows even a several gigahertz mismatch between the centres of the absorption peak 
and laser pumping line [55]. The off-resonance pumping increases the number o f useful 
submiüimeter tines. But for the efficient pumping, some techniques of the mismatch 
reduction between pumping and absorption tines are necessary [56].

6.3. Frequency displacement techniques of pumping
One of the active frequency disptacement techniques is apptication o f the Stark effect 
in the FIR medium. It that way, instead of the pump frequency disptacement, a 
disptacement o f the absorption tine is obtained. The technique used for ammonia 
medium (NH3) gave the disptacement of the absorption tine o f 10-100 MHz for Stark 
fietds of a few kV/cm [57].

Other disptacement techniques are based on the proper transition  o f the centre 
of the CO2 pumping tines in retation to the centres of the absorption FIR tines. 
In practice, acousto-optic or etectro-optic modutation techniques are apptied [58],[59].

In some cases, a suitabte disptacement of the CO2 taser frequency can be easity 
obtained tuning the taser resonator [60]. A high tunabitity of the taser can be 
achieved increasing the pressure of the CO2 medium. The bandwith o f the CO2 taser 
can exceed the vatue o f 1 GHz in waveguide conditions (with retativety high pressure 
up to 200 Tr), which involves the tunabitity of more than 2 GHz using a CdTe 
eta!on[61], [62].

The main advantage of the FIR taser is the emitted wavelength, thus apptications 
to spectroscopy [63]. A tong wave is easity deflected, thus very usefut for ptasma 
investigation [64]. So far wavetengths are emitted from the FIR lasers because o f the 
short energy distance between iasing tevets in heavy motecutes. The property o f tong 
wavetength operation is common for most of the FIR tasers. There have been observed 
the wavetengths from 0.04 to 2 mm [52]. The CO2 taser with its spectra) properties is 
an important etement o f the FIR taser systems.

7. Methods of CO2  taser spectrum spreading
The spectrum of the CO2 motecute enabtes operation o f the taser on many emission 
tines at strict frequencies. There are a few methods for spreading avaitabte spectrum 
of the CO2 taser:
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-  forcing the laser to operate on sequence bands using a hot absorber,
-  by optical pumping sequence levels, by selective electronic-to-vibrational energy 

transfer,
-  using isotopes C '^ or 0 '°  (or both).
These methods allow the laser spectrum to be spread from 9 to 16 micrometers.

7.1. CO2 laser operation in the 9-11 pm region. Sequence bands
The common 10.4 pm or 9.4 pm bands o f the CO2 laser emission spectrum are the 
consequence of the so-called "regular" transitions between either 00°1 and 10°0 or 
00° 1 and 02°0 levels (see Fig. 22). The regular bands consist o f P  and P branches with 
alternate J  values missing. However, a rich scheme of the energy levels o f CO2 
molecules gives other possible transitions from higher levels, such as 00°2 or 00°3. 
The rotation-vibration transitions 00°2 -  (10°!, 02°1), and 00°2 -  (10°1, 02°1),, give 
the so-called "sequence" bands. They are very similar in their structure to regular bands 
but, in contrast, they contain only odd V values in the lower level. The frequencies of 
the transitions are translated slightly in relation to the regular bands because o f the 
small anharmonicity o f the CO2 molecule. The sequence transitions can be observed 
in a conventional low pressure CO2 laser, but to separate them from the much stronger 
regular transitions, it is necessary to place an étalon in the laser cavity [61]. Another,

Fig. 22. Vibrational energy level diagram of CO2 with regular, hot and sequence bands [8], [9].
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most efficient, method is to put an interna! absorption ceH in the !aser resonator fitted 
with hot carbon dioxide gas. Such a !aser operates on!y on the sequence lines 
[!0], [! 1]. The method is simpte. The tower !eve!s of the regutar bands tie retativety 
ctose to the ground state and they have an appreciate  thermat poputation, particutarty 
when the CO^ is heated. As a consequence, at) the regutar taser tines show absorption 
in hot CO2. In that way, sufficient toss is introduced into the mechanism o f tasing 
which causes suppression o f the regutar taser oscittations. Thus, the taser operation 
can onty take ptace on the sequence bands. The tower tevet in the sequence transitions 
ties far above the ground state and therefore they give no fluorescence signât in the 
CO2 absorption cett. It is a very simpte method of distinguishing between regutar and 
sequence bands.

Recentty, the other hot band tines have been found in a ctassicat cw CO2 taser 
without any additionat arrangements, such as CO2 absorption cetts. There have been 
observed tines from the region o f 9 pm, very interesting for optica) pumping of 
methanot and diftuoromethane FIR tasers [12].

7.2. Electronic-to-vibrational energy transfer as a pumping mechanism.
The 14.1 pm Br -CO2  laser operation
Etectronic-to-vibrationat energy transfer (E-V) from an excited motecute to a CO2 
molecule as a pumping mechanism is one of the sophisticated methods o f excitations 
of upper CO2 taser tevets [13]. Direct transfer from the excited Br* tevet to the 10^1

Fig. 23. Energy-)eve) diagram of the Br'-C02 system [)3].
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level o f the CO2 causes stimulated emission either from 10°1 to 10°0 or from 02° 1 to 
02°0 CO2 levels known as laser outputs at 4.3 pm. Apart from that, stimulated emission 
from 10°1 to 00* 1 levels at 14.1 pm can be observed. Regular transitions either 
from 00°1 to 10°0 or from 00°1 to 02°0 at 10.4 pm and 9.4 pm are also observed. 
Figure 23 illustrates the energy transfer mechanism and possible stimulated transitions.

7.3. Isotope shift
The spectrum of a molecule depends on its structure and mass o f all its atoms. The 
mass o f a molecule can be changed by replacing atoms with their isotopes, without 
changing the structure o f the molecule. In the case o f the CO2 molecule, carbon and 
oxygen atoms can be changed into their isotopes. Instead o f basic '^C and '° 0  atoms, 
their isotopes '^C or and (or) oxygen isotopes like '^O and '^O can be used. Mode 
frequencies 0 ,  -  symmetric, (O2 -  bending and M3 -  asymmetric after isotopic 
substitution are modified according to the formula [17]

1! i^ o II !<
F-

.
II

f  2m A 
1 +

M, JmN 0 M2

where: w ^and m e -th e  masses o f the oxygen and carbon atoms, t refers to the isotopic 
species.

Eight combinations of the CO2 molecule were investigated as a component o f the 
CO2 laser mixture: ^C *°0 (basic), '^C^O , " c '^ O , '^C'^O'^O, '^C " b ^ O ,  ' ^ O ,  
'^C'^O and '^C'^O. The CO2 laser basic and isotopic transitions give the spectrum 
from 9 pm to 12 pm [ 14]-[ 17]. It is easy to notice that a carbon isotope has the strongest

Fig. 24. CO2 isotope shifts for the P20 tine of the CO^ iaser regutar band.
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Fig. 25. CO2 isotope shifts of the COi laser 10.4 pm regutar band for three isotopes '^C (centre) and '^C 
(left). Basic band is indicated for '^C (right).

influence on the spectrum. Figure 24 shows that carbon isotopes can transtate the centre 
o f a P20 CO2 iine even by )0%. Figure 25 shows how a 10.41 pm basic spectrum of 
the carbon dioxide laser can be translated to 10.95 pm and 11.55 pm for additions of 
'^C and '**C isotopes, respectively.

8. Frequency fluctuations of the CO  ̂iaser radiation
The spectral intrinsic width Av; of the output laser radiation is very narrow and can be 
expressed by a Schawlow-Townes formula [65]

Av,
2 n (A v J  /:vo

(9)
out

where: A ^  -  spectral width o f the passive resonator, Vg -  frequency of the line centre, 
^out"  output power.

Putting typical data into the Schawlow-Townes formula, Av^ = 5 MHz, 
= 10 W, Vg = 28 THz, the intrinsic width ofC 02 laser radiation is in the range 

Av, ss 10 Hz. It is a very narrow line, and its relative instability Av^/vg is very low, 
on the level o f 10*'^, which makes such a laser a potential standard o f frequency. 
Figure 26 illustrates relations between widths of the laser spectral line, the passive 
resonator line and the intrinsic width o f the output laser line. However, one has to 
remember that there is a strong fluctuation process in the laser resonator caused by 
environmental fluctuations and the real width of the laser radiation is by a few orders 
higher. There are two main sources o f laser frequency fluctuations described by the 
formula

2"o'o
( 10)

where: Mg -  refractive index o f the laser medium, /0 -  length o f the laser resonator.
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Intrinsic width 
of the laser line

Fig. 26. Comparison of the spectra] width o f the taser output radiation, passive resonator tine and spectra] 
tine.

The refractive index An(f) changes, and the iength o f the resonator A/(?) changes 
resuit in frequency fluctuations o f the iaser according to the transformed formula 
from (10)

A v ( ; ) = — y-[„QAJ(;) + AH(;)/o]. ( ! t )
"(TO

8.1. "Blue" and "red shift"
Changes o f the refractive index An(f) are caused by such phenomena as changes of 
pressure, temperature, chemistry o f the plasma, pulling frequency effects. For 
example, the dc excited CO2 laser shows 0.5-1 MHz/mA of "blue shift" o f the 
oscillating frequency due to change o f the discharge current /  [18]. Also "red shift" 
o f the centra! frequency is possible due to changes o f pressure ¿7, see Fig. 27. For RF

Fig. 27. Effects o f "btue" and "red shift" of the CO^ laser tine v^, in the range of the gain curve width Vg, 
due to pressure p  ("red shift"), dc current /  ("btue shift") and RF input power ("btue shift").

excited CO2 lasers an increase o f the input RF power causes "blue shift" o f frequency 
operation with sensitivity 1 MHz/1 W [19]. Changes o f the laser resonator length A/(f) 
are caused by temperature drifts, mechanical and acoustic vibrations, and they can be 
compared with FSR (free spectral range).
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8.2. Pulling effect

The influence of the gain iine shape on the iaser frequency is catied the putting effect. 
It manifests itseif in that the shape of refractive index around the spectra) tine changes 
and the shape foUows the first derivative of the spectrum tine, and its vatue depends 
on the gain (see additionat exptanation in Fig. 28). In that way, the frequency of the 
passive resonator differs from the taser frequency: the frequency of the taser is "putted" 
to the centre frequency o f the emission tine. That frequency putting shift Av^ can be 
expressed by simptified formuta [65] vatid around the centra) tine

where: Av^ -  spectra) width o f the emission homogeneous tine, Av<. -  spectra) width 
o f the passive resonator.

Fig. 28. Putting effect: Vg -  centre ofthe taser gain curve, v, -frequency of taser radiation, v ' -  putted 
frequency, x, x ', x", -  refractive index and its components (dispersion and absorption, respectivety), 
n, / -  tongitudinat mode and resonator tength, respectivety.

Forexampte, iorAv^. = 5 MHz and the typical CO^ taser homogeneous gain tine 
Av/, = 100 M Hz, the coefficient o f putting effect near the centre tine is equat to 
v̂ , = ( vQ- v^ ) / 20 ,  if the frequency is detuned by 20 MHz from the centre we can 
expect the putting effect o f about I MHz.

So, the reat stabitity of the free-running taser is by many orders tower than that 
described by theoreticat timit. To improve frequency stabitity o f  the taser, passive and 
active methods o f stabitisation are necessary.

(12)

v
V V V,
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9. Frequency stabilisation of the iaser

Frequency fluctuations can be reduced by proper correction o f the opticai length o f 
the laser resonator. In the first approximation we can tune the frequency of the laser 
to some characteristic spectral point of the laser line, t'.e., to its centre. It is the so- 
called stabilisation to the centre o f the laser gain curve or (from mathematical point 
of view) so-called extreme stabilisation of the laser frequency.

9.1. Extreme stabilisation of the laser radiation
Figure 29 shows schematically the setup of the frequency stabilisation o f the laser. 
The oscillator modulates one of the laser mirrors TM (perfectly reflecting) with 
sinusoidal signal. The modulated laser output is detected by a photodetector and

Fig. 29. Setup for the extreme frequency stabilisation of the laser radiation. PZT -  piezoceramic 
transducer, TM, OM -  total reflecting and output mirrors, respectively.

Gain curve First derivative

Fig. 30. First derivative method -  creation of discrimination signal used in frequency stabilisation servo 
-loop (experimental signals from [35]).
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compared in a phase sensitive detector with the output signai from a driven oscitiator. 
The sign o f the output signai from the phase sensitive detector is positive if  the 
moduiated iaser signai is in phase with the driven osciiiator signai, and vice versa. As 
a resuit, a discrimination curve of the voitage as an error signai is obtained at the output 
o f the phase detector, and it is used to controi the position o f one o f the iaser mirrors 
(say, OM -  output one). In this way, a servo-ioop operates ciose to the 0 -  signai on 
the phase detector or, in other words, ciose to the centre Vg of the iaser emission iine, 
see Fig. 30.

Usuaiiy the system described improves iong-term frequency stabiiity o f the order 
o f i Based on the above method, some more sophisticated stabiiisation techniques 
have been deveioped, appiying narrower spectra! features iike Lamb dips or inverted 
Lamb dips in absorption iines of moiecuies coinciding with the CO2 spectrum, such 
as SFs or OSO4 [28], [30], [66].

9.2. Spectral details -  saturated absorption method and others
Figure 3i iiiustrates the methods o f iaser frequency stabiiisation. Aii o f them can be 
reduced to the extreme stabiiisation o f the iaser frequency. The first derivatives are 
shown in the figure and the point of stabiiisation is indicated. Figure 32 shows 
experimentai data taken from the experiment with a CC^/SFa iaser system [35]. The 
experimentai setup contained a CO2 iaser and an externa! absorption ceii fiiied with a 
suiphur hexafluoride at the iow pressure (the range o f mTr). The iaser beam passes 
two times the ceii. An incident beam works as a saturated one, and a reflected, week 
beam works as a detecting one. The setup iiiustrating the method of saturated 
absorption frequency stabiiisation can be seen in Fig. 33.

a b c d

Fig. 3). Laser frequency stabiiisation to the center of: a -  emission iine, b -  Lamb dip, c -  absorption 
peak, d -  absorption peak in the centre o f the iine.
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Gain curve

Gain curve

Absorption
peak

First derivative 
of the absorption 

peak

Fig. 32. CO2 émission iine with SFg absorption peak (a) and first dérivative signa) of the peak 
(b) -  expérimenta) data [35].

Externat

Fig. 33. Saturated absorption method of )aser frequency stabilisation (the )aser works on a proper emission 
iine se)ected with a diffraction grating): incident )aser beam saturates the absorber in the ce!), and a week, 
reflected beam detects the inverted Lamb dip in the absorber. As a consequence, an absorption peak is 
observed on the laser output gain curve (see Fig. 32).

As can be seen from Fig. 31, the first derivative o f the laser line containing the 
absorption peak can be quite complicated. The discrimination signal crosses the 
0-level (v-axis) several times. It can disturb the operation o f the servo-loop. It is clearly 
visible in the figure when the position of the peak is outside the centre o f the laser line. 
To avoid this problem, the third derivative of the line profile is used for stabilisation 
o f the laser to the centre o f the peak. Figure 34 explains the method. It easy to notice 
that the second derivative is useless for the extreme stabilisation (the discrimination 
signal does not cross the 0-level, and it is always negative). As it is seen, the third 
derivative method allows the background signal to be avoided. The method is used in 
SFg/C02 [28] or OSO4/CO2 [30], [66] laser systems. The absorption spectra o f the 
sulphur hexafluoride and osm tetraoxide are just coincident with some spectral lines 
o f the CO2 molecule.
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Laser line with an absorption peak

Fig. 34. First, second and third derivatives of the iaser emission tine with an absorption peak.

CO, absorption

Fig. 35. Extreme stabitisation to the centre of the Lamb dip of the 4.3 pm absorption CO2 tine detected 
as a sidewatt tuminescence caused by 0°01- 0°00 transitions in the CO2 motecute [3!].
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Stabiiisation o f the CO2 iaser to the centre o f the inverted Lamb dip can be done 
with the system of the iaser coupied with a CO2 internai absorption ceii. The system 
is presented in Fig. 35. The signai necessary for stabiiisation is detected as a 
iuminescence signai from the sidewaiis of the iaser system and used as a reference 
signai for the first derivative method of stabiiisation [3!].

10. Saturated spectroscopy
The setup shown in Fig. 33 can be used as some kind o f the spectrograph. It is known 
that conventionai grating spectrographs are not abie to resoive "dense" spectra (iike 
absorption spectrum o f SFg mentioned above). Absorption iines are too ciose, beiow 
Rayieigh criteria. Penetrating the absorbing medium with a iaser beam, in such an 
arrangement as in Fig. 33, the inverted Lamb dip at the centre of each absorption iine 
shouid occur. As a resuit, one can observe series of absorption peaks on the profite of 
the iaser iine, exactiy at the frequencies equai to the frequencies of absorption iine 
centres (see the expianation in Fig. 36). This technique, named saturated spectroscopy,

Fig. 36. Saturated absorption spectroscopy method. Resotving of the absorption iines hidden in one iine 
(Vg ) observed with a ciassicai spectrograph. Laser beam (with the Vg gain curve centre) saturates the 
absorber and inverted Lamb dips occurs on the profiie of the absorption iine. Absorption peaks appear 
on the profiie o f the detecting iaser beam, v, , V2 , v^, respectiveiy, c/i Fig. 34.

is commoniy used in high resolution spectroscopy. The CO2 iaser is an important 
element in that kind o f  a iaser spectrograph. The band o f the spectrograph can be 
increased using different methods o f the CO2 iaser band spreading, as discussed 
above [14].
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11. Optogalvanic effect

Taking into account the energy balance in the CO2 laser system, one should remember 
that the shape o f the output laser gain curve depends on laser plasma parameters such 
as temperature and pressure. On the other hand, the shape of the laser line, or in other 
words, the laser action, should influence the laser plasma parameters [67]. This effect 
is very easy to observe in the CO2 lasers, and it is called optogalvanic effect [68]. 
Exactness o f the representation o f the laser output gain curve in optogalvanic signal 
(or in plasma impedance) is very high [69], [70]. Thus, the effect can be readily used 
to detectorless stabilisation o f the laser radiation, where the changes in plasma 
impedance (in laser current) are used to generate a frequency-error signal for a 
frequency servo-loop. Figure 37 shows the oscillograms of the optogalvanic signals 
detected in CO2 laser current together with output laser gain curves [69].

Fig. 37. Optogatvanic signa) detected in cw CO^ laser current for singte mode operation ()eft) and for 
operation in basic TEM„Q and transverse TEMg, modes (right) [69].

Optogalvanic effect occurs also in RF excited waveguide CO2 lasers. The 
optogalvanic signal is detected in RF power reflected by the discharge. The signal is 
a consequence o f variations o f the RF plasma impedance of the laser mixture resulting 
in variable efficiency of power transfer from RF power input to the laser discharge. 
Here, the phenomenon is called opto-Hertzian effect [71].

12. Conclusions
It has been pointed out in the paper that problems connected with the spectral properties 
o f the CO2 laser radiation play an important role in some applications of the laser. 
Many laser measuring techniques are based on spectral properties o f the CO2 laser 
beam. One o f the most sensitive techniques, fe ., heterodyning technique, is widely 
applied in laser measurements, especially where the intermediate frequencies between 
known and unknown oscillators are too high for direct measurements. It relies on
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another specific spectra! feature o f the iaser, which is high coherence, it is apphed in 
heterodyne spectroscopy and measurements o f absolute frequency o f the CO2 hot 
bands. A simplified, homodyne method is very usefu! for investigations of the spectra! 
contents o f the output !aser beam. Both methods can be applied in continuous wave 
and pu!se regimes and they are, as a too!, the most sensitive detector o f the spectra! 
contents o f the !aser output radiation. A very specific feature of the CO2 laser, ;'.e., its 
signature, can be used either to advantage or disadvantage. It can be apptied as a 
diffractive mechanism in laser markers but it can decrease the quality o f the output 
laser beam from waveguide CO2 laser arrays. The CO2 laser signature can help in 
estimating o f the changes o f the refractive index o f the pulse operated laser medium 
and dynamic behaviour of the pressure and the temperature in the laser cavity, but it 
can destroy the idea o f the diffraction laser marker in pulse regime. The CO2 laser 
wavelengths are very suitable for optica! pumping of molecular gas media, which 
involves the development o f lasers in a submillimeter region (FIR lasers) -  very 
suitable radiation sources in plasma diagnostics and molecular spectroscopy. Different 
techniques o f the CO2 laser spectrum spreading are also developed based on spectral 
properties of the CO2. They include: the technique o f the sequence bands, the technique 
based on an electronic-to-vibrational energy transfer from an excited B ^  molecule to 
aC 02 molecule, the isotope shift technique. These techniques can spread the CO2 laser 
band from 9 to 14 pm. The knowledge about spectral laser fluctuations and their 
sources is important in designing the frequency stabilised laser devices. More 
sophisticated stabilisation techniques are based on such spectral phenomena as a Lamb 
dip (difficult to observe in a CO2 medium), or inverted Lamb dip. The last technique, 
for example, stabilisation to the centre o f the 4.3 pm saturation resonance, is also based 
on spectral properties of the CO2 molecule used as an internal absorber in the laser 
cavity. Another technique -  saturated absorption stabilisation requires a very detailed 
knowledge about both CO2 and absorption molecule spectra (like SF^ or OsO^) used 
in the saturated absorption method.

As was mentioned in the introduction, the laser technological devices are usually 
not sensitive to fine changes o f the wavelength o f the laser radiation. But some 
applications o f the CO2 lasers need a good knowledge about their specific, spectral 
features, which distinguish molecular lasers from much simpler gas atomic lasers. 
Investigations o f the CO2 laser spectral properties allow us to understand the physics 
ofthe laser operation better and makes the proper designing o f the laser devices easier.

-  the author is indebted to Prof. Krzysztof M. Abramski for his assistance in this 
work. This work was supported by the Polish State Committee for Scientific Research (KBN) under grants 
No. 8 TU B 033 16 and 8 T11B 021 18.
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